
Our models and ideas
Over the period we have devloped five key
concepts and models:
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Our vocabulary
We have sometimes created our own phrases, 
often adopted and used by our clients and 
associates:

Our remit
Inspired Partners remit from the outset has 
been “to inspire people to achieve more than
they thought possible” and to “work in 
partnership with clients, partners and 
associates”.  Looking back over the last 18 
years we can proudly say that we have 
achieved that goal.

Our journey has been a bit of a rollercoaster 
with some highs and some lows, but generally
the ride has been interesting, challenging and
most importantly fun; it’s great to be able
to say you’ve made a difference both for the
companies we worked for and the individuals
we’ve worked with.

We thought we would make time to reflect on all
that we’ve achieved over the years.

Our services
Change Management has always been at the
core of what we do whether that’s managing 
major transformations, providing ongoing 
support and advice, or training others to be able
to work in the field of change.

And we’ve also been invoved with
- Collaborative Team Working
- Process Improvement
- Innovation Labs
- Executive Development and Coaching
- Leadership and Team Development
- Psychometrics 

And we’ve been privileged to work across 
20 different sectors including Defence, 
Manufacturing, Service, Roads, Rail and 
Academia.
   

40 team members (including Dotty the Cat)
60 different clients

150 different contracts.

The Integrated Performance Model
Visual Working

 Our Change Tree
The OTHER Stuff

Charlie Changeman.

Charlie Changeman (CC) has developed a life
of his own.  We’ve done nature walks based on 
the concept and posted 100 Linkedin CC posts
each with their own graphic.  Who knows 
where he may lead us to...

We have also created 14 IP Calendars of 
different styles and formats which we have 
posted out to welcome in the coming year.

And we’ve created and used over 1,500 
unique, hand-drawn images.

“Can I have a moment”

“Stretch and Wow”

“We don’t manage change by hope”

“A confetti of post-its”

“Pink is not a colour it’s a state of mind”

And �nally
a BIG THANK YOU to everyone who has played
a part in the Inspired Partners journey over the
last 18 years.

We’d love to hear your stories or memories...


